
Announcements

Homework #8 assigned today: 
Mid-term “make-up”)

Due Friday March 28th ??

Also Homework #9 assigned today
Due Friday April 4th

This Wednesday, March 26th

Klaus Schulten: Magnetic Compasses

Talks
This Sunday, March 30th, 6-8:30pm, 

½ of class gives 10-12 min + 2 min questions

Who it will be:
Janet, Ru, Tyler, Dan, Zhi, Michal

(Sukrit—be ready!)
(Pizza for everyone)

On Monday, March 31st, in class, more student presentations
Who it will be:

Sukrit, Dustin, David, Bryan, Zhuo, Mustafa

On Monday, April 7th: Amin gives talk



Diffusion

Inertia does not matter for bacteria or 
anything that is small / microscopic levels.

For “small” things, diffusion is a great way to get around.

For somewhat larger things, need directed motors.



Equipartition Theorem

Translation & Equipartition Theorem



What is velocity of water molecule at room temperature?



collision = ??





Can do but a little awkward…



# depends on dimension

1-D: # = 2

2-D: # = 4

3-D: # = 6



Diffusion: x2 = # Dt



Thermal Motion: Move L
How far do particles move due to thermal motion 

We cannot predict motion of individual molecules, 
but can make statistical (probabilistic) arguments 

about average/mean properties, as well as 

distribution (standard deviation) of these 
properties.

<xN> = 0 by symmetry– equally likely to 
step left as right

<xN
2> = F(<xN-1>, L)? 

<xN
2> = <(xN-1  L)2>

<xN
2> = <x2

N-1>  2L <xN-1> +L2

<xN
2> = <x2

N-1> +L2







D = 250 m2/sec
Nerve synapse: 0.1 m          X2= 2Dt

0.01 m2 = (2)(250 m2/sec)t
t = 20 sec (fast!)





Size of eukaryotes limited by 
size (diffusion time of O2). As 
size gets bigger, everything 
happens more slowly.

Large cell: frog oocytes–
basically everything happens 
slowly.

Every cell needs to be within 
50-100 m of blood supply!

Oocyte:1-2 mm!





Efficiency of Diffusion

Diffusion moves things short distances very fast!

What’s wrong? Special Relativity doesn’t allow this!



Experimentally: How do you measure D?



Diffusion good for small distance:

But not good for bringing you from A to B.

 Molecular Motors



How Bacteria move
Inertia doesn’t matter for microscopic world

Life at low Reynold’s number



If turn off “propeller,” how far Bacteria coast?





Once force is over, no forward motion!







Class evaluation

1. What was the most interesting thing you 
learned in class today?

2. What are you confused about?

3. Related to today’s subject, what would you like 
to know more about?

4. Any helpful comments.

Answer, and turn in at the end of class.


